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Brent’s Bee Corridor



From a concept……



….. to a reality



We created meadows…



…..that brought visitors!



What did we do differently?

• In the first year we created meadows by transitioning from mown 
amenity grass to long grass

• In the second year, we recognised the need to make changes

• Something different was needed, so wildflowers were introduced

• We used a mix of 70% perennials and 30% annuals 

• Seeds were selected based on the specific clay soil found in 
London

• We were adamant that no glyphosate would be used

• We wanted to make the sowing look naturalised



How did we communicate our project 
to councillors and residents?



The Bee Corridor



How our project went global

• Step 1 Evening Standard runs an article – coinciding 
with the release of the UN report on biodiversity

• Step 2 The Independent, BBC London, Slovakian TV,  
Jeremy Corbyn, the RHS magazine ‘The Garden’ and 
Buenos Aires University, amongst others, all promote 
and support our bee corridor initiative

• Step 3 Residents from other national authorities 
contact us to ask how they can persuade their council 
to also plant wildflowers



Some of our media coverage



Just some of the social media 
responses to our corridor



Then we crossed everything and 
waited for nature to take its course

And at 6.30 pm on the 4th June….



Then we began monitoring the 
results

• We set a schedule to visit each of the 22 wildflower 
areas that made up our corridor

• On each visit we would photograph the flowers, the 
grasses and any insects, butterflies and bees

• This gave us the start of a record of biodiversity to 
allow us to track the impact our corridor was having



So what had changed?

Grassy VetchlingYorkshire Fog Sheep’s Sorrel



Some of our findings

• No use of chemicals in the preparation enabled grasses from buried 
seed to grow

• The variety of grasses in the borough has been incredible e.g. 
Yorkshire Fog, Cat’s-tail and Meadow Foxtail

• Grasses are just as important for attracting breeding grassland 
butterflies, for example, Meadow Brown, Gatekeeper, Ringlet and 
Marbled White 

• Unusual plants such as Sheep’s Sorrel and acid grassland plants, 
thrived

• We also discovered Bush Crickets, Ladybirds, beetles and inquisitive 
Dragonflies searching for prey



The first arrivals were the bees



Closely followed by the butterflies

Painted Lady Marbled White Small Heath



And finally came the people



What are the outcomes?

• We successfully increased biodiversity and saved money

• Knowledge and information has been shared with many other 
councils 

• We are still receiving enquiries from other countries; the most 
recent from a park manager in Milan

• The Bee Corridor provided food for thousands of bees 

• As well as creating habitats for a multitude of other insects with 

a new ecosystem

• People are really excited about our wildflower meadows



What a successful year



What next for the London Borough 
of Brent? 

• Expanding our corridor to include roundabouts and verges

• Further monitoring of insects and wildlife to create a 
biodiversity database

• Wildlife photography competition to encourage residents to 
get involved

• Annual monitoring and evaluation of each wildflower 
meadow area

• Looking to sow shade tolerant wildflowers around tree 
bases



But it’s not just about our borough

• This initiative has high transferability with relative ease and low cost

• It has the potential to facilitate the creation of a national bee 
corridor

• We inspired others to see that wildflower meadows in parks can 
work; local press reported that neighbouring Barnet were 
introducing a new bee corridor a month after ours

• It has implications for the future management of parks worldwide

• It has demonstrated a clear link between improved mood and being 
in nature; our residents loved the corridor as much as the bees!

• We have been able to demonstrate that it’s possible to increase 
biodiversity in times of constant efficiency savings

• It has captured the imagination of the public



We’re looking forward to a longer 
corridor for the bees



Thank you for listening


